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Rokfloor Ltd is dedicated to help restore and maximize the natural beauty of 

stone and hard flooring, such as Terrazzo, Granite and Marble.   

This is achieved through a Diamond Polishing process, which delivers 

an amazing finish without using chemicals, therefore avoiding damage to 
the environment.    

By using Diamond Polishing Pads with floor cleaning machines, your floor 

will acquire an even shine, will be easier to maintain and, as the finish deve-
lops, the floor surface will be more resistant to stains and ingrained dirt, thus 
reducing cleaning costs!   

 

Recognised system – as used by Asda, Tesco and Sainsbury’s 

 

 Superior finish created naturally 

 Environmentally friendly 

 Easy to implement and maintain 

 Cost effective 

It’s very simple, quick and effective, both in cost and instant  
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HOW THE SYSTEM WORKS    

Selecting the pad 

50 Grit is the most abrasive pad and should be used where a floor is worn or rough to the 

touch. If you start with 50 grit you must then continue the system through 120, 220, 400, 

etc., until you achieve the desired result. If your floor is not so rough to the touch you may 

start the process at a higher grit, e.g. 120 or 220. For instance, average supermarket floor 

uses 220, 400 and 800 grit, to achieve desired result.   

 

Rokfloor tips 

 Before using on your main floor area, Rokfloor highly recommends testing in a    
hidden area to determine the required results.    

 Never miss a grit as this would result in your floor not achieving the required result 
and it would also lose its shine quicker.   

 The higher the grit, the smoother the floor and the possibility of less slip resistance. 
Please check and, if required, you must get a Slip Test Reading approved by your 
customer.    
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PAD APPLICATION 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Choose the correct machine.  

Requirements   

› Minimum 16” = 3 pads fitted to one drive plate 

› 32” / 36” = 6 pads fitted to two drive plates 

› Adjustable pad pressure on scrubber driers  

 
 

 

 

 

ATTACHING PADS 
  

 Fit clean and dry red pads to the drive plate/s  

 Attach 3 polishing segments equally to the pad drive/s of your scrubber drier 

or rotary  

 Lubricate with water; apply medium head pressure with a minimum of seven 

passes at a reduced speed (compared to normal scrubbing speed) per pad   

selection.        
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ONGOING MAINTENANCE 
Top-up of diamond polished areas   

Every 4 – 8 weeks, for one day only fit the final diamond you finished on, e.g. 800 grit. Pass 
over the traffic areas scrubbing and drying. Detailed areas can be top-up as necessary with 
the floor rotary machine and water tank again passing over the area once only.   

NOTE: Warehouse entrances and other heavy traffic areas may require more frequent top-ups. 

 

 

When to replace the diamond segments   

The polishing diamonds are only in the pods of the 
segment.   

• If the pods are worn down (see diagram) the seg-
ments need replacing.    

• Whenever replacing segments, replace all the set at 
the same time. This is very important to achieve a 
consistent, even finish.    

NOTE: Never mix sets or use part worn segments with new 
segments.        

 

After 12 months   

After 12 months, depending on 
foot traffic, you may find that sim-
ply continuing with ongoing main-
tenance may not produce the 
desired results.  At this time a re-
fresh of the Diamond Polishing pro-
cess may be required, using all 
grits, in order that the floor will be 
restored once again to its natural 
beauty. 

Disclaimer: Rokfloor Ltd accepts no responsibility for damage or injury caused by using the Diamond Pads and 

strongly recommends that all operators are fully trained in the Diamond Polishing process. Rokfloor also highly 

recommends that before using on your main floor area, test in a ‘hidden’ area to determine the required results.  


